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Objective To determine interobserver and intraobserver variability in pH-impedance interpretation between
experts and accuracy of automated analysis (AA).
Study design Ten pediatric 24-hour pH-impedance tracings were analyzed by 10 observers from 7 world groups
and with AA. Detection of gastroesophageal reflux (GER) episodes was compared between observers and AA.
Intraobserver agreement was assessed in 3 observers after 3 to 5 months.
Results Overall, 1242 liquid and mixed GER events were detected, 490 (42%) were scored by the majority of
observers, yielding moderate agreement (Cohen’s kappa [k] = 0.46). Intraclass co-efficient for numbers of GER
per study was 0.84 (P < .001). AA has 94% sensitivity rate and 74% specificity rate compared with majority con-
sensus ($6 observers). Agreement for gas GER was poor (k = 0.11). Intraobserver agreement was k = 0.49,
k = 0.71, and k = 0.85 in 3 observers.
Conclusion Interobserver agreement in combined pH-multichannel intraluminal impedance analysis in experts is
moderate; only 42% of GER episodes were detected by the majority of observers. Detection of total GER numbers
is more consistent. Considering these poor outcomes, AA seems favorable compared with manual analysis be-
cause of its reproducibility. However, the lower specificity rate suggests the need for refinement of AA before wide-
spread use can be advocated. (J Pediatr 2012;160:441-6).

C
ombined pH-multichannel intraluminal impedance (pH-MII) has been used increasingly to assess gastroesophageal re-
flux (GER) in infants, children, and adults, and this technique is now recommended by the European Society for Pedi-
atric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition for the detection of GER in pediatric patients.1 Esophageal pH-MII

detects bolus movement in the esophagus, allowing assessment of not only acid GER but non-acid GER also.2-4 In infants and
children particularly, pH-MII has been shown to detectmore GER than pH-metry alone.5,6 DetectingGERwith pH-metry alone
underestimates the amount of GER.2,7 Adding MII significantly improves the yield of assessing GER-symptom associations.5,8

Detection of GER on pH-MII tracings is based on pattern recognition. Criteria for detection of bolus GER have been de-
fined.9 All available software packages use these criteria as a basis on which the automated analysis (AA) is built. However,
AA is not validated, and most investigators prefer manual analysis of pH-MII tracings to ensure confidence in marking of
GER episodes. This introduces the potential for interobserver and intraobserver variability. Several papers assessing interob-
server and intraobserver variability for the analysis of pH-MII tracings have been published10-13; however, the observers in these
papers were all from one group. Agreement in investigators from different groups and between AA and the consensus between
observers is unknown.

The aims of this study were to determine interobserver variability in pH-MII interpretation in 10 experts in pH-MII analysis
and pediatric GER, determine the accuracy of AA compared with majority observer consensus, and assess intraobserver
variability in 3 investigators.
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the ethical board from the Academic Medical Centre, Am-
sterdam, The Netherlands. Because the 10 tracings were ano-
nymized before distribution and reanalysis, ethical approval
was not obtained for the inter and intra observer study. All
pH-MII studies were performed in children and infants (me-
dian age, 4.5 years; age range, 4 months-14 years) who were
referred for evaluation of GER symptoms. Catheters were
transnasally positioned in the esophagus, and the position
was confirmed on the basis of thorax radiography or video-
fluoroscopy.1

Ten 24-hour pH-MII tracings with different characteristics
were selected from a research database. Five tracings were
considered to be ‘‘easy’’ to analyze because of clear GER pat-
terns with clear retrograde patterns and GER extending high
in the esophagus. Five tracings were considered to be more
challenging because the GER patterns were less obvious be-
cause of low baselines, retrograde patterns during swallow-
ing, and moving/crying artifacts. The 24-hour pH-MII
tracings were recorded with the Omega ambulatory system
(Medical Measurement Systems [MMS], Enschede, The
Netherlands). All tracings had >20 hours of recorded pH-
MII measurements. The tracings were randomized and
distributed without markers from AA to the 10 observers.
Observers had different levels of experience in the analysis
of pH-MII tracings, ranging from 6 months to >15 years,
having analyzed 100 to >2000 pH-MII tracings.

Interobserver Analysis
Tracings were analyzed by 10 experts in pediatric GER and
analysis of pH-MII tracings from 7 groups around the world
and with AA (MMS Omega ambulatory Autoscan version
8.17, with standard settings and the option to reduce over-
detection selected). Observers were asked to analyze the 10
tracings in the same manner as they would analyze a pH-
MII tracing in their hospital, including liquid, mixed, and
gas GER episodes.

Observers were also asked to provide their ‘‘personal
guidelines’’ for pH-MII analysis. Observers commented on
the use of AA, color contour plot, and whether they follow
the current impedance analysis guidelines.

Reports from the tracings were created; meal time was ex-
cluded from analysis. Liquid, mixed, and gas GER episodes
were analyzed. Liquid andmixed GER were grouped together
for analysis.

Tracings were compared for the recognition of GER epi-
sodes. For the assessment of the detection of GER episodes,
all GER episodes scored by $1 observer, the exposure time
per GER episode, and the point of nadir impedance were re-
corded. When observers recognized GER in the same time-
frame, including the point of nadir impedance, that
episode was scored positive for both observers. When one ob-
server recognized one long reflux episode and another ob-
server recognized two shorter GER episodes, the longest
timeframe was chosen and both observers scored positive
for the longer timeframe (Figure 1).

We sought to assess the clinical impact of the number of
GER episodes detected for defining a study pathological.
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Normative data in pediatrics do not exist, and although adult
normative data are not transferable to pediatric patients in
clinical setting, the 95th percentile cutoff value of 73 GER ep-
isodes in 24 hours14 was used in this research setting to assess
the impact of the number of detected GER episodes on a pos-
itive or negative study outcome. Because the value of this cut-
off point is arbitrary in the pediatric population, we assessed
the impact of different cutoff values ranging from 40 to 101
GER episodes per 24 hours, the cutoff value in preterm in-
fants.15

Furthermore, AA was compared with the observers’ con-
sensus. The majority consensus was defined as GER episodes
scored as positive by any majority ($6) of observers.

Intraobserver Analysis
Three to 5 months after the first analysis, 3 observers re-
analyzed the same tracings for assessment of intraobserver
variability. For the purpose of intraobserver analysis, all
GER episodes marked in the first and in the second analysis
by one observer were compared. When the observer recog-
nized one long GER episode in one analysis and two short
GER episodes in the second analysis, one GER episode was
scored as positive twice and one GER episode was scored
once. To calculate agreement, the ‘‘truly negative’’ number
in the kappa table, timeframes judged as negative in both anal-
yses, was calculated from the GER events that were identified
by any of the other observers in the interobserver analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as median (range) unless otherwise stated.
Analysis was performed per tracing and for all tracings com-
bined. Interobserver and intraobserver agreement was as-
sessed by using Cohen’s kappa (k). The arbitrary but
commonly used scale for k values is: 0.0 = no agreement,
0.01 to 0.20 = slight agreement, 0.21 to 0.40 = fair agreement,
0.41 to 0.60 = moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.8 = substantial
agreement, 0.81 to 0.99 = excellent agreement, 1.00 = perfect
agreement.The overall k is calculated as the mean of all ks
combined. Agreement of continuous data was compared by
using the intraclass co-efficient. Significance was defined as
a P value <.05. SPSS software version 17.0 (SPSS Inc,
Chicago, Illinois) was used for statistical analysis.

Results

Interobserver Analysis
A total of 1242 liquid or mixed GER episodes were scored by
one or more observers in 10 24-hour pH-MII tracings. The
median number of GER events scored in all tracings per ob-
server was 518 (range, 249-922). Of the 1242 GER episodes,
490 (42%) were scored by the majority of observers, and
377(31%) were scored by one observer only.
Mean agreement for recognition of GER episodes in

the observers for all tracings combined was moderate
(k = 0.46); agreement between observers is shown in
Table I. The level of experience of the observers did not
influence the agreement. Five ‘‘easy’’ pH-MII tracings and
Loots et al



Figure 1. GER episode analysis example for interobserver agreement. Top panel, GER episode in line plot and in color contour
plot (in grey scale for print publication). Bottom panel, 3 different ways of marking this GER episode, all calculated as one GER
episode scored as positive.
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five ‘‘challenging’’ pH-MII tracings were selected. Agreement
in all observer pairs for the 5 ‘‘easy’’ tracings (total GER
episodes n = 472) is comparable with the agreement for all
tracings, k = 0.50 (moderate agreement).

Numbers of GER episodes detected per 24-hour study by all
observers are presented in Figure 2. The range of number of
GER episodes detected per study varies from 4 to 19 in one
study (Figure 2, study 1) to 30 to 240 in another study
(Figure 2, study 9). Intraclass coefficient for total numbers
of GER recognized per study was 0.84 (P < .001). The range
of number of GER episodes scored varies less in the 5 ‘‘easy’’
studies (Figure 2, studies 1-5) represented in better
intraclass co-efficient values of 0.95 (P < .001), compared
with 0.8 (P < .001) in the ‘‘challenging’’ tracings.

In Figure 2, the vertical dotted line represents the 73 GER
episodes per 24-hour cutoff value used in adults to assess
a pathological number of GER episodes. Four studies were
judged normal by all observers. Six studies cross the line of
pathological number of GER episodes (vertical dotted line
Table I. Kappa values in all observer pairs

OBS2 0.62
OBS3 0.44 0.48
OBS4 0.69 0.69 0.50
AA 0.47 0.52 0.31 0.54
OBS6 0.25 0.30 0.14 0.28 0.17
OBS7 0.56 0.64 0.39 0.62 0.71 0.29
OBS8 0.52 0.62 0.37 0.56 0.58 0.24 0.70
OBS9 0.51 0.50 0.27 0.52 0.36 0.27 0.49 0.46
OBS10 0.65 0.69 0.47 0.74 0.52 0.25 0.59 0.54 0.48
OBS11 0.42 0.51 0.50 0.46 0.31 0.12 0.45 0.45 0.30 0.43

OBS1 OBS2 OBS3 OBS4 AA OBS6 OBS7 OBS8 OBS9 OBS10

OBS, observer.
Number of GER episodes to calculate kappa = 1242 (Liquid and mixed GER).
Mean kappa between all observers is 0.46 (moderate agreement).
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in Figure 2); however, only one study was judged normal
by 5 observers and pathological by 6 observers (Figure 2,
study 7). In the other studies, all observers agreed on either
a normal or abnormal study except for one observer.
Agreement for judging a study normal or pathological on
the basis of the 73 GER episodes cutoff value is substantial
(mean k = 0.70). For comparison, other cutoff values
between 40 and 101 GER episodes per 24 hours are
presented in Table II (available at www.jpeds.com).
Agreement in observers is moderate for cutoff values <60
GER episodes per 24 hours and substantial for cutoff values
between 73 and 101 GER episodes per 24 hours, with the
exception of a cutoff value of 80 GER episodes per 24
hours, which shows an excellent agreement in the
assessment of a normal or pathological study on the basis
of number of GER episodes.

Gas GER
Several observers did not mark gas episodes because they
considered gas GER to be of little importance and more chal-
lenging to recognize. In the 4 observers who analyzed gas
GER and AA (n = 5 observers), agreement was poor (mean
k = 0.11; range,�0.24-�0.22). In total, 394 gas GER episodes
were detected in all tracings; however, only 63 GER episodes
(16%) were identified by the majority of observers. A median
number of 106 gas GER episodes (range, 53-216) were iden-
tified by the observers.

Automated Analysis
A total of 490 GER episodes were detected by the observer
consensus (most observers), and with AA a total of 653
GER events were detected. AA missed 32 GER events
(6.5%) that were scored by $6 observers and detected 195
lysis between 10 Experts and Automated Analysis 443
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Figure 2. Range number of GER episodes scored per study
by all observers. Studies 1 to 5 represent the ‘‘easy’’ studies;
studies 6 to 10 were more challenging to analyze. Box rep-
resents range; bars represent median number of GER epi-
sodes scored. The oval represents the number of GER
episodes detectedwith AA. The vertical dotted line represents
the 73 GER episodes/24-hour cutoff value for a normal or
pathological number of GER episodes.
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events (30%) not scored by the majority of observers. Major-
ity observer consensus and AA showed a substantial agree-
ment,
k = 0.65. For comparison, the overall agreement between
different observers and the majority consensus was also sub-
stantial (median k = 0.73; range, 0.34-0.81). On the basis of
majority consensus, the AA sensitivity rate is 94%, and the
specificity rate is 74%.

With AA, more gas GER episodes were identified than de-
tected by the observers (216 versus median number of 106 gas
GER episodes). Of those 216 episodes, most, 124 (57%), were
only detected with AA.

Intraobserver Analysis
Intraobserver agreement in GER episodes marked in the first
and second analysis is moderate to excellent (Table III).
Intraclass co-efficient for numbers of GER per study was high
in all observers, 0.90 to 0.99 (P < .001). Observers re-analyzed
the tracings after 3 to 5 months. A longer time between the
two analyses corresponded to a lower intraobserver agreement.

Personal Guidelines
Of the 10 observers, 5 normally run AA before they start their
manual analysis; however, for the analysis in this study, the
Table III. Intraobserver analysis

First analysis Second analysis Kappa ICC

OBS1 521 595 0.71 0.90
OBS2 469 513 0.85 0.99
OBS3 781 733 0.49 0.90

ICC, intraclass coefficient; OBS, observer.
Total number of total GER episodes marked in all tracings combined in the first and second
analysis and agreement in the two analyses.
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AAwas not used. Six observers use the color contour plot reg-
ularly. All observers state that a retrograde pattern is the most
important factor in the recognition of GER. Most observers
take a 50% drop in the most distal channel (although not al-
ways in the two most distal channels) and the raw impedance
values into account. There is no consensus in the observers on
the accuracy of the current guidelines. Most observers state
that they mark GER episodes that do not fulfill the guidelines.
The observers felt that the guidelines were inadequate, partic-
ularly in infants, tracings with low baseline values, and chil-
drenwith co-morbidities (eg, esophageal atresia or achalasia).

Discussion

We have demonstrated that the interobserver and intraob-
server agreement for the identification of liquid and mixed
GER in experts in pediatric GER from 7 different groups in
the world is moderate on the basis of the kappa statistics.
However, only 42% of all GER episodes were scored by the
majority of observers ($6 observers scored GER). This is
a poor outcome considering the relative experience of the ob-
servers. Agreement between observer majority consensus and
AA is substantial. Interobserver agreement for the detection
of gas GER is poor, and only 4 observers considered gas
GER an important entity that should be included in the anal-
ysis. The variability in terms of total number of liquid and
mixed GER episodes detected per study is smaller. The range
in numbers of GER episodes detected in ‘‘challenging’’ pH-
MII tracings (eg, because of low baselines) is larger
compared to ‘‘easy’’ pH-MII tracings (intraclass coefficient
0.80 versus 0.95). When applying a cutoff value of <73
GER episodes per 24 hours for normal numbers of GER ep-
isodes, agreement between all observers was substantial
(mean k = 0.70). These numbers show that the total number
of GER episodes detected and their clinical impact is more
consistent in observers than agreement on the level of the de-
tection of individual GER episodes.However, amean kof 0.70
(substantial agreement) for the determination of a normal or
pathological study by experts can be regarded as a poor result
when being used to guide clinical decision making.
In this study we analyzed the interobserver agreement on

micro level, for detection of specific GER episodes, and on
macro level, for a positive or negative study, and observed
a lower agreement in observers on micro level than on macro
level (mean k = 0.46 and 0.70, respectively). Other studies
have reported on interobserver and intraobserver agreement
in the analysis of pH-MII tracings.10,12,13,16 Two studies re-
port substantial to excellent agreement in observers for a pos-
itive or negative study (k = 0.72 in one and 0.79-0.83 in the
other).13,16 The agreement we observed on macro level is
comparable with the first study.13 There are two explanations
for the discordance in the higher agreement observed by Pe-
ter et al16 compared with the moderate agreement in this
study. The k calculation requires a value for ‘‘true-negative’’
counts. Because no gold standard exists in pediatric pH-MII
testing, the other studies have chosen to take the number of
time windows with no GER events as true-negative counts.
Loots et al
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This results in a high number of true-negative counts and
therefore positively influences the k. In our study, we calcu-
lated all GER episodes scored by one or more observers.
When another observer pair did not recognize that episode
as GER, it was calculated as a ‘‘true negative,’’ allowing
more accurate calculation of k. Furthermore, all previous in-
terobserver and intraobserver variability studies were per-
formed within one group. It is likely that members within
one group analyze pH-MII tracings similarly, resulting in
higher interobserver agreement.

AA accuracy was analyzed on the basis of majority consen-
sus and showed substantial agreement. AA missed 6.5% of
events scored by observer consensus, represented by a high
sensitivity rate of 94%. However, 30% of the GER episodes
detected with AA were not detected with majority consensus,
yielding a lower specificity rate of 74%. This indicates over-
detection of liquid and mixed GER episodes with the current
AA, as has been shown by other authors.12,17

For research and clinical purposes, reproducibility of GER
detection is highly important. The substantial agreement be-
tween AA and majority consensus suggests that the use of AA
only instead of manual analysis can be advocated. However,
the true impact of AA on clinical outcomes in infants and
children remains undefined. Furthermore, the low specificity
rate suggests that AA only may not be refined enough yet for
the detection of GER in individual patients. We used MMS
software in this study. AA is provided by all software compa-
nies, and the accuracy of AA may differ in software packages.

Our data show great variability in the detection of gas GER
in observers; moreover, 6 of 10 observers did not consider gas
GER of importance for the analysis of pH-impedance trac-
ings. Gas GER is substantially overdetected with AA com-
pared with majority consensus. It has been shown that the
inclusion of gas GER improves the yield of symptom associ-
ations5,8; however, the poor agreement in observers compro-
mises the comparability in studies carried out by different
groups. Acknowledging this additional yield of gas GER in
symptom associations, the poor agreement between majority
consensus and AA indicates that a consensus should be
reached to define the criteria for the detection of gas GER
and whether gas GER should be included for analysis. This
consensus should then be implemented in the AA.

Intraobserver agreement was moderate to excellent, and
the total number of GER episodes detected was very similar
between the first and the second analysis. In our study, the
observers analyzed the tracings with a 3- to 5-month period
in between, with a longer time between the two analyses cor-
relating to a lower kappa value.

A shortcoming of this study was the inability to assess the
impact of the interobserver variability on symptom associa-
tion indices. In a recent paper in adults, Hemmink et al12

showed that 83% of the studies had a concordant symptom
association probability despite substantial underdetection
of GER episodes with AA (after removal of overdetected
GER). The other 17% of patients were judged to have a pos-
itive symptom association probability as assessed with man-
ual analysis and not with AA. The authors suggested running
Interobserver and Intraobserver Variability in pH-Impedance Ana
AA and using that result when the symptom association was
positive. If symptom association was negative, they suggested
manual analysis of the tracings.
Although guidelines for the analysis of pH-MII tracings ex-

ist, the visual interpretation of pH-MII tracings is self-taught
and based on what an observer considers pathophysiologically
plausible. All observers state that a retrograde pattern recogni-
tion and a marked decrease in impedance in the most distal
channel are the most important factors in determining retro-
grade bolus flow. However, pattern recognition appears to be
highly subjective, because only 42%of all GER events were rec-
ognized by the majority of observers. Furthermore, most ob-
servers state that they mark GER episodes that do not fulfill
the guidelines, especially in infants, in tracings with low base-
line values and in childrenwith co-morbidities. This is presum-
ably the greatest factor driving the moderate interobserver
agreement. The high variability in personal guidelines calls
for refining GER detection to ensure accuracy for GER disease
detection in the individual patient and reproducibility of re-
search performed by different groups around the world.
We conclude from this study that pH-impedance analysis is

not uniform enough to compare between centers. AA showed
a high sensitivity and a lower specificity compared with ob-
server consensus. In theory, AA is favored over manual anal-
ysis because of its reproducibility, time effectiveness, and
accessibility to the wider public. The moderate interobserver
agreement, moderate to excellent intraobserver agreement,
and the high AA sensitivity rate suggests a substantial role
for AA. However, AA does not seem specific enough to ensure
correct marking of GER episodes in individual infants and
children yet. Therefore, automated GER detection needs to
be refined and tested before it can be advocated for the anal-
ysis of pH-MII studies in both a clinical and research setting. A
consensus to refine AA needs to be reached in due course to
retain confidence to the use of impedance in this setting. n
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Table II. Median and mean kappa values applying
different cutoff values for number of GER episodes per
24-hour study

Cutoff value Median kappa Mean kappa Agreement

40 0.41 0.45 Moderate
50 0.58 0.56 Moderate
60 0.62 0.62 Substantial
73 0.74 0.7 Substantial
80 0.74 0.74 Substantial
90 1 0.87 Excellent
101 0.74 0.77 Substantial

101 and 73 0.74 0.72 Substantial

In the last row, we used the cutoff value of 101 for two infants (<1 year of age at time of study)
and 73 GER episodes per 24 hours for children >1 year of age.
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